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what is this class about?
 The most profound technologies are those that disappear. 
They weave themselves into the fabric of everyday life until 

they are indistinguishable from it. 
- Weiser (1991)

Tangible Bits allows users to "grasp & manipulate" bits in 
the center of users’ attention by coupling the bits with 

everyday physical objects and architectural surfaces. 
- Ishii/Ullmer (1997)
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who is mark gross?

computational design
constraint programming

electronic cocktail napkin
construction kits

craft
making



who are you?
tell us something ...

why are you here?
what are you good at ?

what do you want to learn?
what do you want to do?



what do we hope to learn?
how to embed interactive behavior into things & places

programming, electronics, mechanics, making
quick prototypes and tinkering

explaining



when will we do it?

survey the space

make things move
make things

do a project

September

October

November

tackle the technology



what will we do?



is there a textbook?



what IS this?

art?  design? robotics? architecture? music? human-
computer interaction? ubiquitous computing? tangible 

interaction? embedded computing? invisible computing? 
ambient intelligence? tinkering? hacking? creative play?



what’s expected?

• 9+ hours per week (6 / week outside meetings)
• in-class, on-time, ready
• share what you know, learn what you don’t
• post work to class blog
• things won’t always work
• you supply materials
• have fun, learn by making
• explore beyond your “comfort zone”



who else?



for Thursday August 28:
find, gather, study (URLs, video, etc.)

two (2) examples of interactive things

explain in show-n-tell 

What? How? Who? When? Where? Why?

Good? Bad? Interesting? Provocative?  Mundane? Why?

 



http://
mti08fall.wordpress.com/

class blog at
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for Tuesday Sept 2

read

Organic User Interfaces 
(June 2008 issue of Communications of the ACM)

the Computer for the 21st Century

Tangible Bits: towards seamless interfaces between 
people, bits, and atoms 



order an Arduino
you’ll need it in class on Sep 9

www.adafruit.com
www.sparkfun.com
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